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A huge Big Paw Salute to Abbi and Sherri from the Cat Care
Society for taking Chatty and Carly, two cats that we brought up
from New Orleans just before Hurricane Gustav hit. Sherri
partnered with BCRO and Animal Rescue New Orleans as well as
with Alley Cat Allies and others to help bring many cats that were
impacted by Hurricane Katrina to Denver. We are especially
grateful to them for their continuing commitment and their kindness.

Cheryl Gardner, American Airlines flight attendant,
is an angel in many ways. She has saved the lives of
hundreds of animals. After Katrina, she brought up
Teddy and Gracie, then brought Hazel and Roxy on
two separate flights up from New Orleans, even though
she was stranded in both New Orleans and Dallas.
Thank you Cheryl, you are an angel in human clothes.
So many pets owe their new lives to you. We salute
you in every way possible, with honor and gratitude!

A huge, huge Big Paw Salute to our
volunteer/friend on the ground: Jeanette
Althans of New Orleans. She has
worked tirelessly for years to help
ARNO cats and every other cat that has
ever crossed her path.

Thank You!
Rhonda Green, super
busy mom, animal
lover and artistic lady,
had a ton of paper
towels, a case of
Clorox, and a huge
container of hand soap
delivered to the shelter.
It is so wonderful!!!

Thank you, as always, to
David Gies, Joan Casey and
the Animal Assistance
Foundation for their
generous service grant.
Without that $2,000 grant we
would be stopped dead in our
tracks insofar as medicals go.
Their assistance allows us to
do the very best job,
medically, for each and every
cat in our care.

And a Big Paw Salute to all the many others who contribute to the work that
Barnwater Cats does, among them are Ellen at Best Friends; Eileen
Shellman, Dr. Erica Rambus from Divine Feline; Konnie Olsen; Justin
and Becky from BEE Galleries; Lois Eckhoff, Debbie West, Gay
Dickerson, Jean VanLoan, Dr. Cynthia Kryjak, Dr. Monica, Dr. King
and Pets on Broadway's vets Dr. Mac and Dr. Sheryl! Please forgive me if I
should have included your name!
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ANOTHER RESCUED CAT FROM NEW ORLEANS: CARLY
This is the message that started it all, from Jeanette Althans: Carly is a very sweet kitty with the most
beautiful markings. Carly and her brother Chip have spent most of their life in a cage at Animal
Rescue New Orleans (ARNO). Carly is very affectionate and loves attention. She enjoys being petted
and scratched and rolls on the bottom of the cage so that you can rub her belly. The shelter
environment is stressful for Carly and causes Carly to lick her fur as a result, creating bald spots.
Carly has very striking markings; a beautiful sweetie, looking for
someone to love! She will need someone with a little patience to
help her adjust to life outside of a cage. She will offer so much
love in return. Carly is spayed and up to date on all vaccines and
FIV/FeLV negative. Please contact Cat Care Society at (303)
239-9690 if you are interested in adopting Carly.
Kris Field's Response: In BCRO's continuing commitment to
help cats impacted by hurricanes from the Gulf area, we flew
Carly from New Orleans, the city that care forgot, to Denver, and
she arrived November 16th. Margery Smith and I met her when
we were at the ARNO shelter in May 2008. She is an absolutely
gorgeous, multi-colored beauty. She and her brother Chip were
on the short-list to bring back, but there were three other cats
who needed to get out of their cages worse, and these two had to
be left behind.
However, since Hurricane Gustav, Carly has not done well. The
Early Spring 2008 when Carly still had fur!
evacuation of the shelter was difficult and because of roads that
were destroyed, the cats were not able to return to the damaged shelter as soon as they had hoped.
Even now, the damage to the shelter has not been repaired and the stress is causing Carly to pull her
fur out in patches. Her brother Chip has a family that wants to adopt him and he will go as soon as
Carly leaves, so that she will not be left alone in her cage without the only family she has ever known.
But we plan to change all that . . . with a new BCRO family, with a beautiful cage-free room to herself,
and with a new bed, new toys and all the canned food she can eat.
If not for the generosity of Eileen
Shellman, cat-lover/cat rescuer, Hurricane
Katrina Stealth volunteer and personal
friend of Kris, this transport would never
have taken place. She is donating the cost
of her airfare ($211) and the cost of her
airline carrier ($100). Once again, as she
has so many times in the past, Eileen has
come through and made something
impossible actually possible. Also
contributing to this effort are Ellen at Best
Friends, Erica, Konnie, Justin and Becky
from BEE Galleries. Thank you everyone!
Thank you, Kitty Angels.
And again, a huge, huge Big Paw Salute to our volunteer/friend Jeanette Althans of New Orleans,
Louisiana. She is an extraordinary woman who continues her mission with dedication and enthusiasm,
even when it seems as if there is no help in sight. She has lost sleep, lost money and lost time...but she
never lost hope!
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MARIGNY, HAZEL AND FOXY ROXY
Let's not forget three cats from New Orleans rescued earlier by Kris, who went down in May to New Orleans to
help a friend drive back to Denver, then went to the ARNO shelter to pick the three cats that had been there the
longest. The three had never been out of a cage since they were only a few weeks old, had never seen sunshine
or felt a breeze or seen a rain drop, living in a single cage 24/7. Kris didn't even know if they could walk.
Sisters Hazel and Foxy Roxy had never been apart and one had gum
disease so horrible that Dr. Scolnick said there were no roots attached
on the inside of her gum on the rear teeth. Kris paid for one cat to
come to Denver and then her American Airlines angel (Cheryl
Gardner) flew the other two up separately. It took three days to get
one here because of two bumped flights, getting stuck in New Orleans
and then Dallas with no flight out. But, hey, that's three more that
were not there when hurricane Gustav ripped the shelter apart and did
50K worth of damage.
Marigny Looks for His Forever Home

Two views of Foxy Roxy

Irresistable Hazel

Please call Kris at (303) 759-2855 if your interested in interviewing any of these special cats.

VOLUNTEER SPOTLIGHT: TANA PITTMAN
According to Kris, Tana has been a wonderul friend, volunteer and supporter for many years. Her
generosity is monumental; and her artistic talents surface every year when she designs and paints our
entries for the Tagawa Gardens' paper mache cat contest. Here in Tana's own words is her story:
My husband Jim Pittman and I moved to Denver from Phoenix in 1989 in a small red truck along with
our five cats, one pregnant. We rented a wonderful house in Wash Park and told the landlord we had
two adult cats. Soon we had ten cats: five originals, four Himalayan kittens and an adopted cat who
slept in a dog house. Cats have always been a part of our lives and volunteering for the Barnwater Cats
is an honor.
We now live in Parker and all those precious kitty angels are watching over the three kitties we have
adopted from a sick relative and we have another adopted outside kitty who resides in the barn. I teach
yoga, work on my art and gardens and am recovering from breast cancer, doing wonderfully with the
constant purrs and punches from our cats Tessa, Bailey and Goondu at this time.
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WHY I'M A BARNWATER CATS VOLUNTEER by Eluise Marvin
Years ago I saw two articles in the Rocky Mountain News about animals: a guy in Aurora who rescued ferrets
and needed money to move where they would be welcome, and a lady who worked with cats--Barnwater Cats to
be precise. I sent them each a $100 donation on the same day. Three days later I received not only an
acknowledgement of my donation to Barnwater Cats, but a beautiful handwritten thank you note and three
photos of the cats in the shelter. As of today, I have never heard one word from the ferret guy.
Guess who got my future donation dollars?
Every time I needed a little pick-me-up, I would send some money to Kris and just like clockwork I quickly
received a lovely thank you, and sometimes more photos. Kris has a way with words and I was so impressed
with the thank-you notes that I just kept sending money to the shelter. Also, I knew every penny went to the cats
and not to administrative overhead or fundraising. If I ever called and left a message, I knew Kris would call me
back, unlike many shelters that cannot take the time to contact everyone who calls.
Eventually I visited the shelter and was very surprised--it's a private home, not an institution. There is no smell.
None. Nine cats and no smell. Three bedrooms had cats, living in luxury. Each cat in turn had the run of the
house for awhile, but they were still mostly confined. Kris spent as much time as possible working with them to
get them socialized and ready for their forever homes. Kris had been a laboratory technologist and knew more
about cats and their needs than many veterinarians. Four of the cats are Kris's personal cats, ones that came to
the shelter and never left either because they were "unadoptable" or because Kris loved them too much to give
them up. Rest assured that your donation to Barnwater Cats always goes directly to the care of the cats.

KINSHIP CIRCLE ANIMAL DISASTER AID NETWORK
If anyone is able to make a donation, this is the absolutely best website Kris has ever read or interacted with.
Their information is right on target, timely and accurate, and they help more animals by their alerts than any
other website she knows of:
http://www.kinshipcircle.org/disasters
http://www.kinshipcircle.org/donation/
DONATE BY MAIL: Kinship Circle / 7380 Kingsbury Boulevard / St. Louis, MO 63130

PORTIA THE PERSIAN
In December, Portia finally had her big-deal dental. It was major surgery, with EIGHT teeth extracted.
She had a lot of infection in her mouth and is on pain medication as well as antibiotics. Thank you
kitty angels. Anyone wishing to donate to her humongous medical fund is welcome to. Thank you Lois
Eckhoff, Debbie West, Gay Dickerson and Jean VanLoan for already doing so. Thank you Dr.
Cynthia Kryjak for donating the dental for Portia. That saved us over $400!!!

YARD SALE JUNE 13
The shelter's semi-annual yard sale is Saturday, June 13, 8 a.m. to 3 p.m.
3131 East Evans Avenue
The shelter relies heavily on its twice-a-year sale to pay for vet bills, cat food, litter
and other general needs. Please contact Eluise at bcroemm@yahoo.com or
303-733-5779 (evenings) if you have any items to donate: furniture, household goods,
toys, anything at all. All contributions are tax deductible.
Please come to the sale to find bargains, help the cats and make this day a success!
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WHAT DOES KRIS DO ALL DAY?
Kris spends a minimum of 40 to 60 hours a week contacting people by phone and email, and that's a
light week. Much of her work is following up on situations and acting as part of an informal national
network of people dedicated to helping animals. She is also on call with the Red Cross, teaches at the
Red Cross, and is occasionally deployed to other areas to help with animal rescue work. Much of her
time is also taken up with grant writing, vet visits, keeping the cats groomed and the shelter clean, and
interviewing people who want to adopt. Not just anyone can get a Barnwater cat! Following is just a
sample of a typical email exchange:
FIRST, A MESSAGE FOR HELP TO KRIS
I live in Kimberly Hills Mobile Home Park in Federal Heights and have about 7-8 feral older kittens
living under my house. Is there any way they can be rescued? And soon before bad weather comes?
There is just too many of them and if they're not rescued soon I'll have to find another way to get rid of
them. Please help . . . thank you, L.H.
NEXT, ACTION
After Kris forwards this email to Dr. Erica Rambus from Divine Feline, Dr. Rambus sends Kris this
message: I have forwarded your email to Kathleen at RMACA. We have taken our van to Kimberly
Hills Mobile Park and have volunteer trappers who go out there to help.
HENCE
Even though Kris and BCRO could not directly help, Kris acts as part of a vast network of concerned
people. Some inquiries might take days of emailing and phoning back and forth. Kris spends hours and
hours on the phone and computer following up on situations, finding solutions, contacting shelters and,
most importantly, networking to find resources to help every cat possible.
THEN THERE ARE LETTERS LETTERS LETTERS, SUCH AS THIS ONE:
Dear Kris, My name is Melanie Lau and I am writing to you on behalf of the Homeless Hearts
Foundation and Loving Hearts Animal Sanctuary in Cody, Wyoming.
We are closing our Sanctuary down and are looking for homes or alternative rescue organizations to
take our cats, which number approximately 40. I called your organization and heard the message that
you are full and do not anticipate having any openings until the summer. I am writing to you in hopes
that you might be able to suggest some alternative, reputable, preferably cageless "no-kill"
organizations in your area. I am in touch with Cat Care Society and am trying to schedule a trip to
Denver to see them. But if there are any other places in the Denver area that you might suggest, I
would greatly appreciate it. Thanks and best regards.
Melanie Lau, Director, Homeless Hearts Foundation

DO NOT LET THIS TRAGEDY HAPPEN TO YOUR CATS!
A friend of mine at work went away and asked a neighbor lady to care for her two cats, as she has done
before. The lady fell ill and asked her husband to take care of the cats. He did not. She returned a week
later to find her two beloved cats had died of neglect. Unless you are triple-sure of who takes care of
your cats, you must have a back-up plan or call while you're away to confirm that your pets are cared
for. Even better, your pet sitter should be a professional and you must know how to implement a backup plan while away if that becomes necessary. Kris has more than one horror story of cats who died
because of petsitters problems.
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RED CROSS UPDATE by Jenn Anderson
Hello Everyone. I said my last e-mail would be it for these installments, but I couldn't end this listserv
without paying tribute to the chapter that ignited my interest in pet aid, and who has become a model
for what can be done for pets in disasters.
Kris Field, a true animal lover and devoted Red Cross volunteer, contacted me over the summer to
express the frustration she was feeling in terms of developing a pet aid program with the Red Cross.
Without a guide for how to develop this program, or a way to know the experiences of others working
in this area, she felt a little defeated. I wondered if maybe there were other people out there who were
trying to do the same thing, and if they would benefit from hearing others' experiences. And this
listserv was born.
Well, Kris's chapter, the Mile High Chapter, in Denver, Colorado, has gone from a chapter with a few
devoted DAT members who included pets in disaster response efforts to a chapter that now has a fullyfunctioning website with a wealth of information to provide to pet owners for disaster preparation and
response, to develop training for ARC volunteers, and generally to give you an idea of the kinds of
services the ARC can provide to pet owners in conjunction with general preparation and response
services. The chapter is working toward making pet disaster response a natural part of Red Cross
activities. Kris, whose tireless efforts helped put all this together, has graciously agreed to let anyone
post a link to this website from their own website. I think it would be a fantastic way for everyone to
exponentially increase the amount of information and organization they have in the area of pet disaster
response. The website is:
http://www.coloradovoad.org/CO-Pet-Aid-download.html
I'll also be sending along the website information to the national headquarters, in the hopes that they
can provide a link to that site from the national Red Cross site. I think it's a great model of what can be
done with passion, hard work, and very few material resources. I hope that other chapters find this
work helpful, and can even build on this work and someday make pet aid a successful component of
every Red Cross chapter across the country.
Again, thank you to everyone for contributing to this listserv. It has been a great encouragement to me,
as I know it has been to many of you. Below is a quick synopsis of the chapter's activities.
Chapter: Mile High Chapter
Contact: Kris Field (barnwatercat@aol.com)
Community Partnerships: Local veterinarians, local webmaster, local Humane Society
Services Provided: DAT (Disaster Animal Teams) bring animal response tools to provide disaster care
for animals in single-family response situations, which accounts for around 90% of disaster response
team duties.
Unique Aspect: Alliance with VOAD in Colorado, who have generously created a website that
includes links to a huge array of resources for pet owners looking to become prepared for disasters, and
also pet owners responding to disasters.
Jenn Anderson, Graduate Assistant
Doctoral Program in Communication
Michigan State University
Office: 457 CAS Building
Phone: 517-355-4604
E-mail: ande1407@msu.edu

Reminder: Martin LaBorde prints are still available. Call 303-759-2855
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YOUR PETS: ARE THEY RED CROSS READY? by Kris Field
One of the most interesting responses I get when I ask people if they have disaster plans for themselves
and for their pets is "We don't really have disasters in Colorado." Tell that to any DAT member, or to
the brave volunteers who went to Holly, Colorado, or to Windsor or to the Boulder fires . . . the fact
that we do not have MANY tornadoes and no hurricanes does not mean we have no emergencies that
could necessitate the evacuation of our homes. And leaving our homes means taking our pets; because
we now understand that leaving them behind is no longer an option. So, what should we do to prepare?
The first thing is to ensure that, should we become separated from our pet(s), we will be reunited. This
means having a way to identify them. Collars and tags are a must; but even better is a microchip.
Collars can be lost, removed or simply slipped out of. A microchip is forever and will protect you pet
from being euthanized if he winds up in a shelter. (Currently many local clinics are microchipping cats
as NO CHARGE: check out our pet link on the Colorado-VOAD site for a list of participating
veterinarians.)
Next, you will need food and water. I suggest that you use a use a plastic, see-through storage
container to store essentials. These could include: a can opener, canned food, premium dry food,
plastic bowls and paper plates, plastic utensils, collar (with tag) and leash or harness, toys, a jug of
litter, and bottled water. Other items you might need are: rubber gloves, duct tape, marking pens, hand
sanitizer, plastic ziplock bags, pooper scooper, garbage bags, a flashlight and a portable radio. Once
you get to your destination, you can empty the contents of the box into a garbage bag and you will
have an instant litter box.
I also suggest taking a new cat bed, blanket(s) or dog bed so that your pet will feel at home once you
are in your motel room or wherever you wind up. If your pet's medications need to be refrigerated, put
a note on the box lid to remind yourself to take them when you leave. Otherwise, simply put a
prescription bottle in the box, making sure you have enough meds to last for at least two weeks. Take
your animals' medical records if you can.
And try to take along a photograph not just of your pet(s), but also pictures of you AND your pet. This
will serve to prove ownership in the event of a large disaster where there might be 30 black labs being
sheltered that each look just like yours!
In closing, I want to remind everyone to have an evacuation plan: get a list of pet friendly hotel chains,
keep your evacuation supplies apart from your house, stay calm, leave when you are told to do so and
most importantly: never leave your pet(s) behind! They are counting on you to keep them safe; and
with proper preparation, that is exactly what you will do!
Editor's Note: Kris sells a custom-designed disaster emergency kit-call her for details.

HELLO AND GOOD-BYE TO OUR FRIENDS
RECENT DEATHS
From Becky Edwards of BEE Galleries, New Orleans: It is with great sadness that we learn of the death of
Mrs. Zella Funck LaBorde, wife of artist Martin LaBorde. On Wednesday morning, Ms Z fell and broke her
neck. She remained in ICU until her death. Please keep Martin and all that cared and loved Ms Z in your
thoughts and prayers.
Hershey, mother of Wish: Margery called Kris one morning around 11 and told her that when she went in to
feed her Cat Hershey, she found her dead. Margery was in shock. Margery and Kris talked about Hershey, cut
some whiskers off of her little face and some fur from her body to save. Then Hershey was wrapped in a soft
towel and put in her carrier. Dr. Monica's necropsy revealed a severe heart defect. Hershey died peacefully in
her sleep.
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Jessicat, Dot Armstrong's beloved cat, in Dot's own words: The year was 1993 and the place was Mobile,
Alabama. I was out in my yard. in the hot August sun, with a trash sack, cleaning up litter before mowing, when
I heard the most raucous meowing. It didn't sound hurt, or frightened. Just angry. I, of course, stopped what I
was doing to find where this very importunate cat person was. I searched in vain. Just as soon as I started calling
it there was nothing but silence. I looked everywhere; a drain pipe that went under the road and came up on the
other side; the ditch that bordered my property and the one behind. Nothing. I finally gave up and went inside
out of the heat. The next day two little girls came by. They were carrying a tiny grey and white kitten. They
asked me if I wanted it. The kitten looked at me and spoke in the most unbelievably strident voice. I recognized
it immediately as my failed quest of the day before. Taking the tiny bundle of fur, I quarantined it in a vacant
bedroom (feline leukemia is very prevalent in the south). There was a pet store in town that would take healthy
cats and give them away. This is what I planned for this morsel of cathood. My veterinarian told me I had a
female (I already knew that) and that she had a ringworm that would take about a week to clear up. I knew if I
kept her a week I'd never give her away. Thus began my life with Jessicat.
She slept on my pillow every night and if I turned from one side to the other, she got up and moved so that she
could feel my breath. She never went outside unless I was out and she could see me. When I left Alabama for
Colorado, she rode beside me on the seat, never in her cage. She stayed in each motel along the way. She would
walk with me to the mailboxes in the apartment complex causing my neighbors to call her my puppy dog.
Where did the time go? I got old but surely Jessie didn't. To my eyes she was still my little gray and white puff
of fur.
One day in December of 2008, I noticed a nodule on her neck. I thought her collar was rubbing so I took it off.
The next day it was larger. Within a month it was as large as her head. It didn't seem to hurt but she lost so much
weight, one could see all her bones. The vet said it was cancerous and couldn't be operated on. A few days later,
Jessicat told me it was time.
I have never done anything that was more difficult than allowing them to inject her that morning of March 7,
2009. She was my soul mate and when she left she took my heart.

RECENT ADOPTIONS

Cajun
According to his new family, he is doing well and
looks like an adult now (bigger and more mature
looking), although he still acts like a kitten most
days. He's cuddly and hilarious (shown here with his
Santa toy), but occasionally annoying as all get-out.
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Sonny, now named Sami, with Mandy
In the last newsletter I mentioned that I had
taken Sami as a foster cat pending approval from
the rest of the family. I am happy to announce
that Sami is now officially ours as of January 1.
Sami's in the habit of curling up under my chin
while I'm asleep. I awake for a moment to find
him there. If I roll over, he moves too, although
I know he doesn't spend the whole night with us.
Sometimes he will get under the covers with his
head just under mine, his head poking out from
under the blanket. Contrary to this picture that
shows Mandy and Sami in harmony, Mandy
usually ignores Sami and barely tolerates having
him near her unless they can both snuggle up
together with me. He has been a truly delightful
addition to our home.

Portia
Portia the Persian has been adopted. The adoption contract was signed December 21st and she went to
her new home on Monday. Margery had been fostering her over Kitty Christmas (along with Marigny),
so she delivered the girl to her forever home.
Portia will be sharing her new mom and house with a wonderful rescued cat named Hobbes. Thank
you kitty angels, Dr. Cindy, Dr. Monica, Dr. King, Dr. Mac and all of the other wonderful vets who
helped save her life. It certainly took a village to pull this little girl through! Merry Christmas to
everyone. Another Barnwater cat will be home for the holidays!!

PUPPY MILL SEIZURE
Kris was deployed to Tennessee in February as part of an American Humane Association team to help handle
over 280 dogs that were seized from a puppy mill in Sparta. Here's Kris's story as emailed to a friend:
Hi All, This is the update on the Sparta Puppymill. I won't make this a long drawn-out letter . . . the story and
photos speak for themselves. But, I do want to thank American Humane Association and the ASPCA for the
outstanding job they did. I have never seen or personally worked with an animal rescue operation of this
magnitude, and I was blown away by the seamless nature of the entire deployment.
The animals were rescued, housed, kept clean, fed, identified, petted and loved, crated, shipped and transported
out in the most spectacular manner that anyone could ever imagine. That everyone worked together so well is a
credit to Tracy Reis, Diane Robinson and Ginger Adams of AHA. They provided the blueprint, the
encouragement, the expertise and the leadership that made this all happen on such a professional level. They are
the heroes who have made this heartbreaking work their vocations. It was an honor and a privilege to work with
both AHA and ASPCA. I hope that I will be called on again to
help, whenever and wherever I am needed.
Thank you, everyone, for your prayers and well wishes. The
upside of this kind of horrific tragedy is the outcome . . . and, in
this case, the outcome for these little innocent creatures is that
they will be cleaned up, fed and very quickly adopted out to
forever homes and to guardians who will adore them for the
rest of their lives.
Big paw salutes to everyone who made this miracle happen,
including the kitty angels, American Humane Association, and
my wonderful friends who took such loving care of the
Barnwater cats so that I could be a part of this amazing rescue.

A Partial View of the Hangar with Cages

I will treasure always the friendships that I made with the other volunteers during this deployment. They were
the angels on earth that made this event bearable, by their kindness, compassion and sense of humor. Thanks,
you guys. You rock!! Take care and stay safe, Kris.
Another email from Kris after returning home from Sparta, Tennessee:
I can still see that little Doxie I loved so much. She would run up to me and wag her
tail, and I would reach in to pet her and she'd run to the back of her cage, but never
stopped wagging her tail. I would say, "Bye bye now," and move away from her cage
and she would run as fast as she could to the front again, saying "wait--don't leave,"
and I would bend down to try to pet her, and she'd shrink away from my hand, but
not really scared, just not sure of what was expected of her or what to expect from
me. I never did get to pet her, but I brought a few new toys with me and I left one in
her cage, so I guess it went to Texas with her. I don't know if she ever knew what it
was for, but I think she felt that it was something good, rather than something scary.
Kris and Doxie
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We had to wear masks all the time because the smell was so horrible. We had to stay in gloves also because they
were all covered with poop and urine and many had parasites and mange. The little Pekinese puppy, Elvis, stank
like wet diapers, but everyone just held and kissed him as though he were a fresh little flower.
The first day you step out and cry. But you only have a minute, because there is
so much work to do and you are needed.
We transferred the dogs from their cages to carriers on the last day. And we
grouped them according to where they were going. Fifty went to New York, a
hundred went to Texas, etc. When little Elvis was packed in his carrier and taken
out to the transport truck for travel to New York, someone said, "May I have
your attention: Elvis has left the building!" It was one of the few moments of
real, heartfelt laughter. What a great group to work with.
Some Dogs Could Not Be Handled
Because They Were Not Socialized

A Rescued Sweetheart

Dirty, Matted Dog Before Treatment
Mange Around the Eyes

eMail Response from Allison of New York's ASPCA which spearheaded the operation: We had an insane
response to the dogs we brought back to NYC. We started showing them for adoption on Friday and people
started lining up at 6am with lawn chairs!!! Crazy stuff - Vinny, Elvis and the poop dog all got great homes that
same day (they did the adoption process and will pick the dogs up once they get spayed or neutered). Actually,
all but 5 of the 43 are already spoken for - the only ones left are the blind Boston and a few of the real caution
guys (they'll need some extra work). The hospital dog you and Diane loved will now live in a really trendy
neighborhood in Brooklyn called Williamsburg - she hit the jackpot!
Best, Allison Cardona, Director, Disaster Response
Community Outreach, ASPCA®, 520 8th Avenue, 7th Floor, New York, NY

One of the Vans with Cages
Some of the MANY Cages Kris Helped
to Wash After the Seizure
Another Dog Rescued

"Until one has loved an animal, part of their soul remains unawakened."
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